
Spring planting had a slightly delayed start while holes dug in some of the raised beds 
were looked at by Lewes District Council pest control.  As there was a possibility of 
rodents, they advised signage which is now up, to make people aware of the need to wash 
hands and any produce picked at the kitchen and herb gardens. Regular checks since 
have not shown any evidence of further activity. Thanks to Tracy Anderson for meeting 
pest control and organising the signs.

Administration - further information about garden 
hygiene to volunteers, education and the Trust. 
Organising publicity, spring planting plan, session 
plans, information sheets for volunteers relating to 
crops grown, buying materials and updating safety 
documents for the Trust to discuss.   

Sessions - fortnightly from February
Tracy Anderson and Mary Benjamin kindly stepped 
in to cover sessions while co-ordinator Sarah was 
unwell, and the team of volunteers started the 
spring tasks. New compost was added to the beds 
and seedlings planted out.

Crops harvested - broad beans, peas, chard, 
carrots, leeks, onions, shallots, garlic, cabbage, 
rocket, beetroot, lettuce and more unusual plants                  
such as salad burnet and red orach which
create extra interest from people visiting the Priory.

Spring tasks

Publicity - Lewes Priory Trust had a table at 
Seedy Saturday in February with seeds saved in 
the autumn for people to take, and lots of photos of 
the garden. Some new volunteers came to the 
following kitchen garden session.
In the March issue of Lewes News the theme was 
‘come outside’ and along with other community 
growing groups Priory Community Kitchen Garden 
was given a half page to help promote garden and 
education sessions. Andy Gammon put together 
the half page. Garden volunteers helped collate 
Lewes News in exchange for the free feature.

Successes - Plenty of rain has reduced the need 
for watering and summer plantings such as 
heritage lettuce and beetroot are underway. 
Seaweed feed has given plants a good boost.
The food bank held at Southover church may be 
able to take some fresh produce now, Helen 
Chiasson can come and pick.                                            

                                                                                                    
June - weeding, watering, harvesting                                               
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Some volunteers have been looking up the planting and harvesting times of 3 or 4 plants 
each from a list which will be typed up for the garden information folder, to help build up a 
pool of knowledge amongst volunteers. Regular emails with information about crops grown 
on site, medieval methods or recipes such as dandelion vinegar are sent to volunteers.

Problems - this year have been blackfly on the broad beans, despite pinching out the 
tops; they were thwarted with an eco soap spray. Next time we’ll try spraying earlier in the 
year with a garlic solution, suggested by one of the volunteers, and growing nasturtiums to 
lure blackfly away from the beans. The beans have come through well. The broad beans 
also had some chocolate spot and the garlic had rust, so we’ve had some practical 
experience dealing with common pests and diseases. 

Also under discussion the merits of different signage, unfortunately our wooden labels are           
sometimes ‘borrowed’. We could order name labels to match the ones in the herb garden, 
which have the LPT logo and would deter borrowing, or make chalkboard painted ones 
which could give more information. 

Other - The kitchen garden team are 7-strong at the moment, this is a good number as the 
garden is not large, but as some volunteers can’t always come to sessions it would be 
good to see if anyone else is interested. Ruth O’Keeffe has offered to put some 
information in Priory News, which Sarah will send.             

                                                  Red orach, onions, rocket and shallots
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